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Abstract: Regulation of physio-chemical properties and
reaction activities via noncovalent methodology has become
one of increasingly significant topics in supramolecular
chemistry and showed inventive applications in miscellaneous fields. Herein, we demonstrate that sulfonated crown
ether can form very stable host-guest complexes with a series
of push-pull-type photosensitizers, eventually leading to the
dramatic fluorescence enhancement in visible and nearinfrared regions. Meanwhile, severe suppression in singlet
oxygen (1O2) production is found, mainly due to the higher

Introduction
As a type of frequently encountered reactive oxygen species
(ROS), the photochemically generated singlet oxygen (1O2) via
photosensitizer-mediated intersystem crossing (ISC) has continuously simulated an upsurge of interest, mainly due to its
immense advantages in phototheranostics and photocatalysis.[1]
Since spectroscopic activities of a given optical agent are largely
dependent on the electronic transition among different states
of excitions, molecular design through chemically synthetic
methods has been proven as a direct and effective method to
alter the distribution of ROS (including 1O2) in both inanimate
milieu and physiological environment.[2] However, besides the
maximization of 1O2 efficiency by molecular design, it is highly
imperative to generate 1O2 in a precise and controllable
manner, because the inadvertent photosensitizer activation and
‘always-on’ 1O2 production can make adverse effects and
severely hamper its practical applications.[3]
Supramolecular chemistry based on cavity-bearing macrocycles has provided a powerful strategy to regulate the
physicochemical performance of self-assembled superstructures. By leveraging the noncovalent interactions, one can
optimize molecular configuration, aggregate states, and photoluminescence behaviors, with the final goal of attaining nanoscaled assemblies and materials with elaborate functions.[4] In
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energy barriers between the excited single and triple states
upon host-guest complexation. Moreover, such complexation-induced tuneable 1O2 generation systems has been
utilized in adjusting the photochemical oxidation reactions of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (anthracene) and sulfides
((methylthio)benzene) in water. This supramolecularly controlled photooxidation based on the selective molecular
binding of crown ether with photosensitizers may provide a
feasible and applicable strategy for monitoring and modulating many photocatalysis processes in aqueous phase.

particular, the host-guest complexation between photosensitizers and well-crafted artificial receptors, such as
cyclodextrins,[5] calixarenes,[6] cucurbiturils,[7] and pillararenes,[8]
has shown great superiorities in tuning the radiative emission
and nonradiative relation processes,[9] thus endowing
supramolecular assembled architectures with desired 1O2 generation capacity. In this regard, compared to other classic
macrocycles, the research on the supramolecularly tunable 1O2
generation using crown ethers is unevenly developed, and
there is a relative paucity of studies on the crown ethercontrolled 1O2 generation in aqueous solution. This is attributed
to the assumption that the conventional crown ethers merely
possessing alkoxyl rings are prone to entrap small-sized metal
ions and secondary alkylammonium salts in organic solution
rather than the large-sized π-aromatic photosensitizers in
water.[10]
Recently, we have developed some types of water-soluble
crown ethers, which are composed of two sulfonated phenyl or
naphthyl cores connected by alkoxyl chains. These structural
features can ensure strong host-guest complexation with bulky
π-conjugated (bi)pyridinium salts via synergistic electrostatic
and π-stacking interactions.[11] In this study, bis(4,8-disulfonato1,5-naphtho)-32-crown-8 (DNC) is first employed to tightly
encapsulate a series of triphenylamine-containing pull-pushtype photosensitizers, accompanied by the dramatic
fluorescence enhancement, especially in the near-infrared (NIR)
region, as a result of the conformational fixation by crown
ether. More significantly, due to the decreased energy barrier in
singlet-triplet transition, it is also found that the 1O2 production
efficiency and concomitant photooxidation abilities of obtained
photosensitizers toward anthracene and (methylthio)benzene
can be greatly suppressed upon complexation with DNC. This
uncommon controlled photooxidation based on the selective
molecular binding with crown ethers in water will greatly
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extend the applicability of supramolecular methodology in the
manipulation of photophysical dissipation pathways for optimal
theranostic approaches and improved catalytic technology.

Results and Discussion

Scheme 1. Chemical structures of host and guest molecules, proton
designation, and schematic illustration of the DNC-mediated 1O2 generation
in water for the controlled photooxidation of anthracene and (methylthio)benzene.

The molecular binding behaviors between DNC and five pushpull-type molecules (G1-G5) for the controlled 1O2 production
are illustrated in Scheme 1. The guest molecules G1 and G2
were synthesized by the Suzuki–Miyaura coupling reactions
followed by the methylation of pyridyl group with
iodomethane.[12] The guest molecules G3-G5 were synthesized
by the Knoevenagel condensation of aldehyde-bearing triphenylamine with N-methyl pyridinium, benzothiazolium, and
quinolinium salts, respectively (Figures S1–S3, Supporting
Information).[13] Given that well-defined photosensitizers are
believed as the indispensable components in achieving the 1O2
production with high yield, triphenylamine and N-methylated
organic cations have been introduced as donor and acceptor
groups, respectively, to adjust the whole π-conjugation and
push-pull balance in these guest molecules (G2-G5). Next, the
molecular binding behaviors in the ground state were investigated by the 1H NMR titrations. As shown in Figure 1a, the
pyridinium’s H2-4 protons in G2 underwent obvious downfield
shift, whereas the remaining triphenylamine’s H6-8 protons
showed pronounced upshift upon host-guest complexation
with DNC, accompanied by the broadening of DNC’s resonance
peaks, which is contributed to the strong mutual shielding

Figure 1. 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, D2O, 298 K) of (a) G2 and (c) G5 in the presence of DNC ([G2] = [G5] = [DNC] = 1.0 × 10 3 M). Fluorescence spectral titration
and Ka calculation (insert curves) of (b) G2�DNC and (d) G5�DNC complexation ([G2] = [G5] = 1.0 × 10 5 M, and [DNC] = 0-1.8 × 10 5 M).
Chem. Eur. J. 2022, e202200005 (2 of 6)
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effect between the naphthyl ring and the cationic backbone.
Similarly, the proton signals of pyridinium and methyl groups of
G5 (H1-3, 6) also showed large upfield shifts in the presence of
DNC (Figure 1c). These results demonstrate that the sulfonated
DNC is prone to encapsulate the pyridinium heads through the
favorable π-stacking and electrostatic interactions.
Subsequently, the photophysical properties of these obtained inclusion complexes with DNC were preliminarily examined by fluorescence spectroscopy. As can be seen from
Figure 1b, 1d, and Figures S4–S6 (Supporting Information), the
fluorescence intensity of G1-G5 was dramatically enhanced
upon addition of DNC, indicative of their close intermolecular
communication in the excited state. In addition, the complexation-induced fluorescence enhancement could be conveniently distinguished by the naked eyes; that is, an equimolar
mixture of sulfonated crown ether DNC with organic cations
G1-G5 gave intense fluorescence emission from bright yellow to
red upon exposure to light irradiation (Figure S7, Supporting
Information). It is also noteworthy that despite of a slight
hypochromatic shift, NIR fluorescence emission was eventually
observed at 675 nm in the case of G5�DNC complexation
(Figure 1b).
Next, the plot of fluorescence intensity changes against the
molecular fraction gave an inflection point at 0.5, suggesting
the 1 : 1 binding stoichiometry for the host-guest complexation
(Figures S8-S11, Supporting Information). After further validating the 1 : 1 binding stoichiometry in all the cases of inclusion
complexes, the binding association constants (Ka) were accordingly calculated in the range of 105–106 M 1 order of magnitude
in water by the nonlinear least-squares curve-fitting method
(Figure 1b, 1d and Figures S4-S6, Supporting Information). Since
DNC is a negatively charged receptor with an electron rich
cavity, the binding stability of DNC is largely dependent on the
positive-charge numbers and the π-conjugation of pyridinium
guests. In our case, the guest molecules possessed the same
triphenylamine and a singly charged group, which could give
rise to the similar binding strengths. In addition, the formation
of 1 : 1 host-guest complexes was further confirmed by electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry. The m/z peaks at 539.0923,
400.4028, 409.0746, 427.7320, and 425.7466 could be clearly
assigned to [DNC + G1 + H + ]2 /2, [DNC + G2]3 /3, [DNC + G3]3 /
3, [DNC + G4]3 /3, and [DNC + G5]3 /3, respectively (Figures S12–S16, Supporting Information). Apparently, the tight and
stable host-guest complexation would facilitate the regulation
of spectroscopic performance and concomitant 1O2 generation,
as described below.
To better understand the mechanisms on complexationinduced fluorescence enhancement, the molecular conformations and excited energies of free guests and their inclusion
complexes were calculated by the DFT and TDDFT methods.[14]
Taking G4 and G4�DNC complex as examples, the dihedral
angles (CA-CB-CC-CD) were obtained as 179.6° and 179.3° in
the ground states (S0) of G4 and G4�DNC complex, respectively
(Figure 2a and 2b), indicating that the G4 molecule still retained
the coplanar structures when encapsulated in the DNC cavity.
While the diphenyl aniline moiety of G4 was not fully
accommodated in the DNC cavity, extensive hydrogen-bonding
Chem. Eur. J. 2022, e202200005 (3 of 6)

Figure 2. DFT and TDDFT calculation on optimized geometries of (a, c) free
G4 and (b, d) G4�DNC complex in the (a, b) ground and (c, d) first excited
singlet states. The negative dihedral angle ϕ(CA CB CC CD) means that the
benzothiazole ring rotates clockwise relative to the diphenyl aniline ring
along the central CB CC bond. (e) Energy barrier diagram of free G4 molecule
and G4�DNC complex with oxygen.

interconnection was observed between the benzothiazolyl
moiety and the sulfonate site of DNC with O···H distances of
2.96 and 3.14 Å. Moreover, the interplanar distances between
G4’s benzothiazolyl and DNC’s naphthyl rings were measured as
4.61 and 5.28 Å, corresponding to the existence of strong πstacking interaction. Thus, it is believed that the efficient πstacking and hydrogen-bonding interactions turned out to play
major roles in maintaining the stability of the inclusion
complex.
Moreover, the stable molecular conformations of G4 and
G4�DNC complex were also calculated in their first excited
singlet states (S1) (Figure 2c and 2d). Compared to the dihedral
angles of G4 in the S0 state, the ones in the S1 state were almost
unchanged and G4 still maintained a coplanar conformation.
Meanwhile, the calculation also demonstrated that in the S0
state, the energy barriers for chemical-bond rotation, especially
for the double bonds, were so large (ranging from 7.4 to
28.7 kcal/mol) that it could hardly occur under moderate
condition (Figures S17–S18, Supporting Information). In comparison, the energy barriers became smaller to some extent
upon excitation, but the coplanar structure was still the most
stable configuration of G4 in the S1 state (Figure S19, Supporting Information). Although the host-guest interaction with DNC
could not make significant impact on the conformational
change of G4, the rotational dissipation of energy might be
prohibited upon host-guest complexation. In view of the planar
conformation of G4 before and after encapsulation in the DNC
cavity, the mechanism on complexation-induced fluorescence
© 2022 Wiley-VCH GmbH
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enhancement can be ruled out from the twisted intramolecular
charge transfer relaxation.
Furthermore, on account of the excellent spectroscopic
performance of triphenylamine-based derivatives, the 1O2
generation abilities of these obtained guest dyes (G1-G5) in
solution were studied by using 9,10-anthracenediylbis(methylene)dimalonic acid (ABDA) as the detecting probe.[15] As
discerned from Figure 3a, the UV-Vis absorbance intensity of
ABDA gradually decreased in the presence of free G5 under the
continuous light irradiation. In contrast, no such decrease was
observed in the case of G5�DNC complex (Figure 3b). Meanwhile, no obvious change in the UV-Vis absorbance of ABDA
was observed with or without DNC under the light irradiation,
implying the ROS generation was greatly inhibited upon hostguest complexation with DNC (Figure S20, Supporting Information). Accordingly, the degradation percentage of ABDA largely
decreased in the presence of DNC, due to the inhibition of 1O2
generation (Figure 3c and 3d). In addition, by comparing the
integral area in absorbance spectra and using tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) chloride as the standard, the 1O2 quantum yield of
G5 was calculated as high as 146 %, whereas this value sharply
decreased to only 8.8 % after complexation with DNC (Figure S21 and Table S1, Supporting Information). The 1O2 generation abilities of G1-G4 were also investigated, giving a very
similar complexation-induced inhibition effect and the structure-dependent 1O2 generation abilities (Figures S22–S25, Supporting Information).

Subsequently, quantum chemical calculations have also
been performed to illuminate the regulation mechanism on 1O2
generation. It is known that after absorbing light, photosensitizers can be excited from S0 state to S1 state and then to
the lowest excited triplet state (T1) via the relaxation process of
ISC pathway. Then, the energy is transferred to the ground state
oxygen (3O2) and ROS is accordingly generated. The ISC
efficiency of a sensitizer is inversely proportional to the energy
barrier (ΔEST) between S1 and T1 states and reducing ΔEST is an
effective strategy to achieve fluorescence enhancement.[16] In
our case, the ΔEST value of G4 alone is 12.6 kcal/mol, whereas
this value increased to 14.6 kcal/mol in the presence of DNC
(Figure 2e). That means, the ISC process of G4�DNC complex
becomes difficult to take place and the 1O2 production is thus
suppressed. Therefore, the radiative emission from S1 to S0 state
emerges to be the predominant pathway and the fluorescence
intensity of the inclusion complex is enhanced. These calculated
results are well consistent with the spectroscopic data.
Considering the tunable 1O2 generation by the inclusion
complexation with DNC, we were curious to know whether
such conversion could be utilized to control the 1O2-invloved
photochemical reactions. It is known that thioether and anthryl
derivatives could be easily oxidized by photosensitizers under
light irradiation at a given wavelength. Thus, the photooxidation of (methylthio)benzene and anthracene were chosen as
the model reactions to investigate the controllable catalytic
performance of obtained supramolecular complexes. On ac-

Figure 3. UV-Vis spectra of ABDA in the presence of (a) G5 and (b) G5�DNC complex under white light irradiation (λ > 420 nm, 220 mW/cm2; (c) Normalized
degradation percentages of ABDA at 378 nm in the presence of G5 and G5�DNC under white light irradiation (λ > 420 nm, 220 mW/cm2); (d) UV-Vis spectral
integral area of G5 and G5�DNC complex ([G5] = 1 × 10 5 M, [DNC] = 1 × 10 5 M and [ABDA] = 5 × 10 5 M).
Chem. Eur. J. 2022, e202200005 (4 of 6)
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count of the highest 1O2 production efficiency, G5 was used as
the photosensitizer to generate 1O2 under visible light irradiation (λ > 420 nm). As can be seen from Figure 4a, (methylthio)benzene was largely consumed in the presence of G5,
accompanied by the obvious decrease in UV-Vis absorbance in
the range of 340–400 nm. However, no such decrease was
observed in the case of G5�DNC complex (Figure 4b). Accordingly, the conversion ratios of photooxidation reaction could be
conveniently recorded by comparing the integral areas of
methyl groups in (methylthio)benzene and (methylsulfinyl)benzene at 2.42 and 2.80 ppm, respectively. As discerned from
Figure S26 (Supporting Information), 91.7 % of (methylthio)benzene was converted to (methylsulfinyl)benzene with G5
upon light irradiation for 5 h, whereas this value decreased to
only 37.9 % with G5�DNC complex under the same experimental condition. In the control experiments, the conversion
efficiency of (methylthio)benzene was 36.9 % and 25.2 % in the
presence and absence of DNC, respectively (Figure S27, Supporting Information). These results suggest that the photosensitizing ability of G5 could be completely inhibited by the
complexation with DNC.
Similar controllable photooxidation could also take place
using anthracene as the reactant. As shown in Figure 4c, the
UV-Vis absorbance intensity of anthracene gradually decreased
upon addition of photosensitizer but the UV-Vis absorbance

was hardly changed when G5 or G5�DNC complex was
irradiated alone in the range of 320–420 nm (Figure S28,
Supporting Information), jointly indicative of photooxidation
conversion of pristine anthracene. The m/z peak at 208.05171 in
mass spectrum could be clearly assigned to anthraquinone as
the photooxidation product (Figure S29, Supporting Information). In keen contrast, the decrease in UV-Vis absorbance was
suppressed to great extent when DNC was added, apparently
due to the host-guest-complexation-induced inhibition on 1O2
production (Figure 4d). These results demonstrate that the 1O2
generation efficiencies of photosensitizers and the conversion
of photooxidation reactions could be significantly suppressed
upon complexation with DNC (Figure 4e and 4 f).

Conclusion
In conclusion, a series of pull-push-type photosensitizers (G2G5) have been successfully synthesized using triphenylamine as
the donor group, which can form very stable host-guest
complexes with DNC. As investigated by the spectroscopic
titration experiments and computational studies, the
fluorescence emission of G1-G5 can be dramatically enhanced
as a result of multiple favorable hydrogen-bonding and πstacking interactions. Remarkably, the NIR fluorescence
enhancement has been realized in the G5�DNC complexation.
Meanwhile, strikingly distinct 1O2 generation abilities have been
achieved by altering the molecular structures of acceptor
groups. It is also found that the 1O2 production can be
efficiently suppressed once the photosensitizers are encapsulated in the DNC’s ring, mainly due to the higher energy barrier
between S1 and T1 states that can make undesirable effect on
1
O2 production. More remarkably, the 1O2-involved photooxidation of anthracene and (methylthio)benzene can be well-tuned
by the host-guest complexation with DNC. To be envisaged,
this unique crown ether-binding-controlled photooxidation in
water can be easily amenable to many other scenarios and may
find more versatile applications, such as photochemically
assisted biomedical therapies and environmental remediation.

Experimental Section
All the experimental data, including compound characterization,
UV-Vis/NMR spectral titration, quantum chemical calculation, and
other results in the control experiments, have been provided in the
Supporting Information.
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